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Overcoming the Obstacles
of Windows 2000
Active Directory

Windows 2000’s Active Directory gives the platform wide appeal but adds significantly to the
deployment challenge. However, by using Active Directory, metadirectories and middleware,

you can make the directory management task more manageable.
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IT is a double-edged sword. Active Directory (AD), the
“crown jewel” of Windows 2000 Server, makes a huge

difference in the ability to easily and effectively manage a
network’s users, equipment and resources. Yet, surveys show
that, due to its complexity, most enterprises implement
Windows 2000 without AD. Giga Information Group estimates
that 70 percent of enterprises using
Windows 2000 get bogged down with
AD and, when in doubt, do nothing.

Therefore, in order to take some of
the complexity out of Active
Directory, let’s look at what it can
mean to the enterprise, and how you
can get the most out of it.

INTO THE DEN

There is nothing new about using
directories. The problem is not a lack
of directories, but rather too many.
According to industry analyst IDC,
enterprises typically manage a hun-
dred or more directories, yet it is
impossible to manually keep this
many up-to-date. Every time a person
joins or leaves a company, moves
from one office to another, or changes jobs, these changes
must be reflected in the email, word processing, network log-
in, human resources, and numerous other directories.

One way to corral this confusion is by using middleware to
coordinate directories. Another approach is to set up a metadi-
rectory that holds the source information, which becomes the
reference point for all other directories. An alternative approach,
however, is to use Directory Enabled Networking (DEN). With
DEN, an enterprise has a single directory that lists all users,

applications, hardware, and protocols. This approach eliminates
all application or device-specific directories. Whether a router
wants to know a user’s bandwidth allocation, or a spreadsheet
application needs user files, they both refer to the same directory.

While this sounds great, we are not quite there yet. Cisco and
Microsoft put forth the DEN concept in 1997, forming a group

called the DEN Initiative with other
vendors. The Distributed Management
Task Force (DMTF) (www.dmtf.org)
later took over the task of setting DEN
standards. This involves taking
DMTF’s Common Information Model
(CIM) standards and creating
Lightweight Directory Application
Protocol (LDAP) mappings from CIM
to X.500. Using these standards, hard-
ware manufacturers and software
developers can generate products that
interoperate through common defini-
tions of a device, application or service.

The DMTF has already issued the
DEN schema covering systems, appli-
cations, networks (LAN), devices, and
physical. CIM 2.5 added schema for
core, physical, network, system,
device, core policy, QoS policy, and

IPSec. So far, all schemas are for Windows systems, but CIM
2.6 will extend to Unix-based systems. In addition to device
interoperability, the real payoff comes when you can dump
consolidate all directories.

MICROSOFT AND AD

Active Directory is Microsoft’s embodiment of the concept
of DEN. In fact, Exchange 2000 is designed to operate strictly

Given the advantages over
its predecessors, it seems
like organizations would
be rushing to implement
AD. However, that is not
the case. Implementing

it is a costly and
time-consuming operation,

with full-scale
deployments frequently
taking a year or more.
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with Active Directory and does not have its
own directory. AD compatibility is also a
requirement for third-party products
applying for Windows 2000 certification.
Similarly, Microsoft made AD an integral
part of the Windows 2000 network architec-
ture, acting as a single location to store,
access and manage information. This
eliminates the multiple user accounts and
passwords associated with multiple direc-
tories, as well as the duplicate steps and
middleware needed to manage them.

AD incorporates a hierarchal, object-
oriented structure. Related network objects,
such as users, machines, devices, and appli-
cations are grouped in “containers.” These
objects and containers are organized in a
tree structure. You can assign attributes to
objects within a container as a group rather
than individually. For example, all personnel
in the engineering department may have
access to a CAD application at the same
time. Additionally, they would share the
privileges of any higher containers within
the engineering department. Then, since the
engineering department is part of the manu-
facturing division, if all people in manufac-
turing had access to the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system, anyone in engi-
neering would have access to it. They would
also have privileges for company-wide
applications such as email.

Create a user within a container, and
that user automatically assumes all its
attributes. When someone leaves the
company, deleting that person from one
location automatically removes each point
of access, removing a common security
hole — ex-employees still listed within
one overlooked directory. Transferring an
employee means a drag and drop from one
container to another.

Active Directory has several additional
advantages over NT’s directory. For one
thing, it can accommodate many more
objects. While an NT domain has a 40,000-
object limit, you can place 85 million users
in one AD domain on one server. AD also
uses a multi-master structure, as opposed to
NT’s Primary Domain Controller/Backup
Domain Controller.

Another valuable AD feature is the ability
to assign limited administrative privileges.
For example, a manager can reset employee
passwords within one office, without having
the authority to reconfigure servers. Other
features include single log on, remote soft-
ware installation, remote desktop access,

and the ability to access applications from
anywhere in the network rather than being
tied to a certain machine.

AD MODES

Given the advantages over its predeces-
sors, it seems like organizations would be
rushing to implement AD. However, that is
not the case. Implementing it is a costly and
time-consuming operation, with full-scale
deployments frequently taking a year or
more. Until completed, the organization
misses out on many of the benefits of
Windows 2000 Server.

Fortunately, a company does not have to
complete the change over to receive some
benefits. The operating system is designed
to operate in three modes: Mixed Mode,
Native Mode and Parallel Mode.

Mixed Mode is the default setting for
Windows 2000 Server. It applies when
some, but not all, domain controllers use
Windows 2000. In addition to being the
transitional state for a domain, it also
applies when applications need to run under
NT and cannot be upgraded. In addition,
some administrators choose to continue in
this mode when a domain controller is in an
insecure location. Since all domain con-
trollers are primary domain controllers in
Windows 2000, someone could obtain
access to an insecure server to make directory
changes that would then populate to other
domain controllers.

The downside of Mixed Mode is that not
all of the Windows 2000 features will work.
You cannot take advantage of universal
groups and nested groups, and you will have
to support dual operating systems.
Therefore, it is generally advisable to move
to Native Mode as soon as possible.

Native Mode takes full advantage of all
Windows 2000 features, including inter-
domain group membership, verifying dial-in
caller IDs and controlling access through
remote access policy. To arrive in Native
Mode all domain controllers must be running
Windows 2000. At that point, you manually
switch the servers to Native Mode by access-
ing the Active Directory Domains and Trusts
plug-in for MMC.

The third state, Parallel Mode, consists of
running separate Mixed Mode and Native
Mode Windows 2000 domains. Part of the
organization can then run in Native Mode if
not everything can be switched over right
away. The drawback is that you will have to

maintain separate domains and operating sys-
tems. Again, if you intend to arrive in Native
Mode, get there as quickly as possible.

MAKING THE TRANSITION

The first part of the transition to Native
Mode, however, is not technical, but rather
organizational. Active Directory will not
straighten out fundamentally flawed organi-
zational structures or policies. These must
be addressed. Once done, with any reorga-
nization, the company can model and test
proposed changes. Next, directories must be
prepared for the shift, including clearing out
old identities, resolving conflicts and updat-
ing Security ID Histories.

For anything but the simplest organiza-
tion, this requires migration tools. Windows
2000 comes with Active Directory
Migration Tool (ADMT), which is a stripped
down version of NetIQ Corporation’s
Domain Migration Administrator. While it
works for simple migrations in small organi-
zations, larger enterprises will need the full
version of the NetIQ product or an alterna-
tive. Be aware, however, that a Windows
2000 migration tool is closer to the category
of piloting a 747 as compared to flying a
single engine prop plane. It demands well-
trained resources to ensure success.

RECOMMENDED STEPS TO TAKE

To install and use the Windows 2000
Active Directory Migration Tool, you need
to complete the following steps:

1. Thoroughly study AD so you know
what you are getting into.

2. Acquire a consultant experienced in
AD migration.

3. Select and install a migration tool that
meets your needs.

4. Plan the migration. This may involve
redesigning aspects of the network or
setting new policies.

5. Model and test off line. Roll back
failed migration tests and resolve what
went wrong before proceeding.

6. Clean up existing directories. Get rid
of old/expired passwords and
accounts.

7. Create and populate AD.
8. Install Windows 2000 on servers.
9. Once everything is running well,

promote domain controllers to
Native Mode.
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MANAGING AND MAINTAINING
THE DIRECTORY

It would be great if, once in Native Mode,
you no longer had to worry about your
directories. Unfortunately, AD needs con-
stant care and updating. Keeping directories
consolidated, for example, is essential so
they can cope well with interaction from
other directories (until DEN becomes a real-
ity, this is a fact of life).

If you want AD and all other Windows
directories to function properly, you have to

ensure they stay defragmented. Windows
2000 Server automatically handles internal
database fragmentation of AD. As objects are
added and deleted it leaves directory holes,
which slow down searches. You should not
have to worry about this in Windows 2000.

Disk fragmentation, however, is an
entirely different proposition and one that
can slow AD to a crawl. As directories are
constantly changing and information is
being added/deleted, you end up with pieces
splintered all over the disk. Some directo-
ries can end up in hundreds of pieces, each
one requiring a separate I/O.

It would not be too bad if directories
were only split into a few pieces, but a
study by American Business Research
Corporation of Irvine, CA, found many
enterprise directory and server files with
between 2,000 and 10,000 fragments. Such
fragmentation causes a devastating drag on
server performance.

The fact that directories are scattered all
over a disk whenever an application or
operating system is installed further exac-
erbates server performance. Windows
places them randomly on the disk during
installation, with files and directories cre-
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XP Performance Tests Reveal Gains of
109 Percent After Defragmentation

A new report by National Software Testing Labs (NSTL)
of Conshohocken, PA, reveals the dramatic penalty frag-
mentation imposes on Windows XP system performance.
Entitled “Defragmentation Performance Testing —
Windows XP” the report documents on-average gains of 109
percent after defragmentation. Earlier testing on Windows
2000, however, showed even higher performance gains.
NSTL recorded performance improvements as high as 220
percent on some Windows 2000 benchmarks.

“We have established the significant performance gains
possible through the use of cost-effective network defrag-
mentation tools,” said Lloyd Holder, chief executive officer
of NSTL. “In many cases, gains of this magnitude often
surpass improvements realized through substantial hard-
ware upgrades.”

In addition, NSTL discovered that Diskeeper, a third-
party defragmenter by Executive Software, scored three to
five times faster than the “lite” defragmenter that is built
into Windows XP and Windows 2000.

XP Tests
NSTL conducted testing on machines running common

enterprise applications under Windows XP Home and XP
Professional. The primary objective was to design and
conduct a series of tests that would demonstrate the effect
hard drive fragmentation has on system performance while
running common business applications.

Researchers used an IBM NetVista Type 6825-12U system
with a 36GB SCSI hard drive. It featured a Pentium IV
processor running at 1.6 GHz. The system’s BIOS was an
IBM 20KT21AUS dated 10/10/2001. The system had 512MB
of SDRAM. The hard drive was an SCSI IBM Ultrastar
DDYS-T86950N 36GB with an Adaptec 2916ON SCSI
controller card.

Testing personnel partitioned the hard drive into two
separate 36GB partitions, drive C: and drive D:. They
installed XP on the C: drive, and Excel and Outlook on the
D: drive. A tool named “FragmentFreespace.exe was used
to create a 50 percent fragmented hard drive. The hard
drive was filled to 20 percent capacity with approximately
3,000 files. They used a hard drive imaging application to
image this configuration and use it as the baseline for each
test. NSTL then defragmented the drive using Executive
Software’s Diskeeper 7.0.

To approximate real-world conditions, during the Excel
test testing personnel repeatedly opened and saved several
Excel files to the fragmented (or defragmented) partition.
These files varied in size and contained formulas that were
auto-calculated when a spreadsheet opened. Outlook tests
focused on its personal folder database, performing such
actions as moving messages from the inbox to a separate
folder and a full text search of all messages in a folder for a
specific string.

Overall, NSTL found that a system defragmented with
Diskeeper performed the tests significantly quicker than a
fragmented system. When running Outlook, researchers
recorded an increase in performance of 67.90 to 176.10 per-
cent after defragmentation. Excel tests showed gains of 83.67
percent. Overall, test results show an on-average increase of
109 percent after defragmentation using Diskeeper.

Windows 2000 Tests
NSTL also carried out tests on Windows 2000 running

various combinations of Excel 2000, SQL Server 7.0,
Outlook 2000 and Exchange 5.5. In this test series, perfor-
mance jumped as high as 219.6 percent on workstations and
83.5 percent on servers.

The testing body then took it a stage further, comparing
the results on Windows 2000 to those achieved on
Microsoft Disk Defragmenter (MDD), which is the
scaled-down defragmenter built into Windows. This
investigation covered two key areas: speed and effective-
ness. In all, four common enterprise configurations were
used in the testing.

“After extensive testing, NSTL found that Diskeeper was
between 300 to 500 percent faster than the Windows 2000
Disk Defragmenter,” concluded NSTL’s Holder. A copy of
the NSTL Report, “Comparison Testing: Diskeeper vs. the
Windows 2000 Disk Defragmenter” is available at
www.nstl.com <http://www.nstl.com>.

Biggest Hit
While the new NSTL report clearly demonstrates frag-

mentation’s impact on Windows XP, most system managers
are still running predominantly Windows 2000 or NT
networks. NSTL found that NT systems suffer a compara-
ble performance hit to XP systems, but that the impact of
fragmentation is most severe on Windows 2000.

“Of the three operating systems, we found Windows 2000
to be the most severely affected by disk fragmentation,”
Holder concludes. 
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ated and deleted in rapid succession. It is
quite common for a newly installed version
of Windows 2000 Server to already have
excessively fragmented directories. Now
install a half dozen applications and the
state of your directories and free
space/files further deteriorates.

Unfortunately, the built-in defrag-
menter that comes with Windows 2000
Server does not adequately address the
problem of directory fragmentation. It
defragments files in a slow, inefficient
manner, often hangs on large disks, and is
too sluggish and unreliable for an enter-
prise environment.

An alternative to this built-in defragger is
a third-party product such as Diskeeper 7.0
from Executive Software Inc. Its algorithms
do a far better job of keeping Windows
directories defragmented.

Steps to take:

1. When you first load Windows 2000
Server or any other software,
immediately enable a reliable
third-party defragmenter and
defragment the system.

2. Schedule it to defragment the server.
Two features assist with this:
Set-It-and-Forget-It scheduling lets
you assign times, volumes and
priorities; and Smart Scheduling
monitors the amount of fragmentation
on each volume and either speeds 

up or slows down the defrag schedule
to achieve optimum operation.

3. To achieve the full benefits of Windows
2000 Server defragmentation,
defragment every other server and
workstation on the network per the
aforementioned steps.

DIRECTORY MANAGEMENT

There is one other factor to take into
account — the reality of multiple directories.
AD will reduce the number of directories,
but will not be alone. Therefore, implement
some kind of metadirectory or directory
synchronization software to reduce time
and expense in manually populating and
updating directories.

Numerous options are available such as
Microsoft Metadirectory Services (MMS),
Novell’s DirSync or Computer Associates’
Unicenter TNG Directory Management
Option. If you are already using Unicenter,
its directory management module may be
best, whereas a Microsoft shop might lean
toward MMS just as a Novell NDS business
would opt for DirSync.

Steps to take:

1. Consolidate or eliminate any excess
directories.

2. Install a metadirectory or directory
synchronization tool. This may require

restructuring some directories into
compatible data structures.

3. Ensure there are no “orphan”
directories that require manual
updates or, if some are necessary,
establish and enforce policies for
updating them.

4. Review security procedures on a
regular basis.

DIRECTORY PANACEA?

There is, at this point, still no directory
panacea, but things are moving in the
right direction. Considering the explosion
in the number of applications the typical
enterprise now supports, it would be dis-
astrous if each application required its
own unique directory.

However, we may never reach the point
where a company uses a single directory.
Given the nature of the computer industry,
as soon as a directory standard becomes
widely accepted, some vendor comes up
with its own proprietary enhancements or
competing system. However, by using
Active Directory, metadirectories and mid-
dleware, the directory management task
becomes more manageable.  

Joe Zwers is a Glendale, CA-based writer
specializing in business and technology.
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